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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Southeast Florida Regional Transit Fare Coordination Study represents a joint effort of the
four transit agencies operating in southeast Florida (Palm Beach County Transportation Authority,
Broward County Transit, Metro-Dade Transit Agency, and the Tri-County Commuter Rail
Authority). The purpose of the study was not to develop a common fare for all transit services
in the three county region.

Each transit agency has its own local conditions that dictate

appropriate base fares for their services.
The primary purpose of this study was to identify ways to coordinate transit fare policies between
systems in the interest of passenger convenience. The report contains a thorough description of
the existing fare policies at each agency and identifies how other urban regions in North America
with multiple transit providers have dealt with the issue of fare coordination. Coordinated fare
policies will make travelling through southeast Florida by transit easier, thereby reducing barriers
and encouraging greater use of transit for regional travel needs. This report identifies nume;ous
changes that can be made by each transit agency to standardize fare policies, including how
transfers are- used, who is eligible for discounted fares, the types of fare media available to
passengers, and how such fare media can be obtained by passengers. In essence, "the rules of
the game" will be the same no matter what transit agencies' services a passenger uses in southeast
Florida.
The four transit agencies are also interested in making regional travel more attractive by offering
convenient new fare media such as a Daily Regional Pass (good for all transit services in the
region) and a Multi-Agency Pass that can be used for all services provided by two different
counties.

A true regional pass can also be offered by modifying Tri-Rail's passes to

accommodate stickers that would entitle a passenger to all the services offered in one or more
counties. Revenue from the sale of such stickers would be shared based on surveys of ridership.
It was further agreed that sales outlets common to all three counties, such as a major grocery or

pharmaceutical chain, would help promote the utilization of regional passes.
The report offers several recommendations including that the interlocal agreements between TriRail and the three counties should be continued in the interest of offering a "seamless" travel
opportunity to those using Tri-Rail and dedicated feeder services. These agreements call for each
iii

county to provide feeder services to Tri-Rail without charging passenger fares. In lieu of fares,
Tri-Rail should continue to provide direct payments in an amount that is consistent with each
county's overall farebox return rate.
If the recommendations jointly developed through this study are to be implemented,
representatives of the four agencies will need to continue to meet to coordinate actions. These
meetings will have the added benefit of providing opportunities to identify other areas of common
interest such as service planning, equipment purchases, joint marketing efforts and identifying
new regional revenues for transit.

The four transit agencies should be commended for their foresight and spirit of cooperation.
While inter-system transit trips represent only three percent of all transit trips made in the region
today, there is every reason to believe the demand for regional travel by transit will grow in the
future. When implemented, the recommendations of this report will promote greater transit use
in southeast Florida.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this project is to develop a long range fare coordination policy for the four transit
systems operating in the South Florida region which includes Palm Beach, Broward and Dade
Counties. The trans~t systems cooperating in this project are Palm Beach County Transportation
Authority (CoTran), Broward County Transit (BCT), Metro-Dade Transit Agency (MDTA) and
the Tri-County Commuter Rail Authority (Tri-Rail).
Chapter 1 presents current fare policy for all modes of public transportation under the authority
of the four transit systems. An assessment of transfers between systems is provided along with
an analysis of the magnitude of total intercounty travel. Finally, an inventory of fare reciprocity
arrangements at other metropolitan areas with multiple transit operators is presented.
Chapter 2 presents fare reciprocity alternatives and an evaluation process. These alternatives were
presented to representatives of the transit systems to aid in determining recommended alternatives
for possible implementation.

CHAPTER 1
CURRENT FARE POLICY/INTERAGENCY TRANSFERS/
SURVEY OF OTHER SYSTEMS
CURRENT FARE POLICY

Presented below are the fare policies for the four transit systems within the south Florida region
as of October 1, 1994.

Also presented is a summary of the current Memorandum of

Understanding among the four agencies specifically related to Tri-Rail transfers and feeder bus
service.

Current CoTran Fare Policy
CoTran currently operates local bus, express bus and paratransit service in Palm Beach County.
CoTran operates under a fare policy which took effect on November 1, 1993. The base cash fare
for local bus service is $1.00. Reduced fares for senior citizens, disabled and children 3-18 years
old is $0.50. Children under farebox height accompanied by an adult ride free. Express bus cash
fare is $1.50 discounted to $0.75 for elderly, disabled and children.
Passes

CoTran currently offers a monthly unlimited ride pass for $37.00. The reduced monthly pass is
priced at $18.50. Tickets can also be purchased for paying fares, though no discounts are offered.
Paratransit

No fare is charged for paratransit service in Palm Beach County. No paratransit transfer policy
currently exists regarding transfers to the BCT paratransit or fixed route system, though
coordination on this issue continues.

CoTran began offering a separate "Voucher Program"

(subsidized taxi service) paratransit service in September 1994. The fare for this service is $2.00
plus $1.25 for each mile over 15 miles.
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Transfers

CoTran (routes lS and 8)_ currently meet with BCT bus service (route 10) in Boca Raton at
Mizner Park. BCT route 97 meets with CoTran route 8 at the Town Center Mall. The existing
CoTran policy for patrons transferring from BCT buses to CoTran is to accept the BCT transfer
as full fare at specified transfer locations.
Regular transfers between routes (local and express) are $0.20, while discounted transfers of
$0.10 are available for senior citizens, disabled passengers and children 3-18 years old. Upon
request, riders receive their transfer slips on their first bus of travel, but pay for the transfer when
redeeming the transfer on the second trip.
Tri-Rail passengers may board a CoTran fixed-route bus that passes within 1/2 mile of any Palm
Beach County Tri-Rail station and ride free with their valid Tri-Rail pass. CoTran passengers
may transfer to Tri-Rail at a Tri-Rail station by paying their CoTran fare and using a "transfer"
as a receipt to receive a discount of the CoTran fare value off their Tri-Rail fare.
Current Broward County Transit Fare Policy

Broward County Transit (BCT) operates local bus and express bus service through its own
workforce, as well as paratransit and feeder bus service to Tri-Rail through private contracts.
BCT operates under a fare policy which took effect in January, 1991. The regular cash fare for
a one-way bus trip is $0.85. The reduced fare for senior citizens (65 years and older), disabled
persons and youth (18 years and under) is $0.40. Youth (students) in grades 6 through 12 must
show a BCT Student I.D. card to be eligible for the reduced fare. Children 40 inches tall and
under (shorter than the farebox) ride free.

Elderly patrons must show a medicare card or a

reduced fare card issued by BCT as valid identification. The fare for Park & Ride (express bus)
service is $1.50 each way; a $0.65 upgrade is charged with a Monthly Transpass.

BCT

employees and one dependent may ride the system at no charge.
Passes

BCT sells a monthly and weekly Transpass. A Monthly Transpass allows a person to ride on an
unlimited basis during the month for which it was purchased. Four types are available: Regular -
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$30.00; Senior - $15.00; Disabled - $15.00; and Youth (18 years of age and under) - $15.00.
Proof of age and/or disability must be shown to purchase a Senior, Handicapped and Youth
Transpass. A Weekly Transpass allows a person to ride on an unlimited basis for a period of
seven (7) days. The cost is $8.00. BCT employees and retirees are issued two passes annually
which can be used by the employee or their dependents. Tokens sold at face value may also be
purchased by certain institutional organizations.
Paratransit

BCT ADA paratransit service charges a $1.00 fare to eligible patrons with prescheduled
reservations. Trips made with prescheduled reservations for senior daycare or grocery shopping
trips are free. Patrons making trips made with same day reservation are charged a fare of $1. 70.
No agreement exists with the neighboring CoTran or MDTA systems for transferring of
paratransit riders, though coordination between the systems continues. BCT began offering a
subsidized demand-response taxi service to eligible paratransit riders in 1994. The fare is $3.50
per trip.
Transfers

All transfers are $0.10. Transfers are good for two hours and may not be used on a return trip
over the same route. Transfers are also issued for connections to Dade and Palm Beach County
bus service. Passengers are not allowed to transfer on a transfer.
Transfers to the Co Tran or MDTA bus systems may be purchased for $0.10.

Inter-county

transfers may be purchased by passengers boarding with an intra-county transfer or paying full
fare, reduced fare, token or pass.
Transfers from CoTran and MOTA bus systems will be accepted upon presentation of adjacent
systems transfer and payment of BCT's $0.10 transfer fee. No additional transfers may be
purchased for connecting travel within Broward County.
All Tri-Rail passengers using BCT bus routes directly accessing the Tri-Rail stations may use
their daily Tri-Rail ticket, weekly pass, or monthly pass as payment on the BCT buses. Those
passengers without a pass or ticket who use BCT bus service to get to the Tri-Rail station will
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pay a regular fare and buy a transfer (which will be punched Tri-Rail) for reimbursement/credit
at the station.
Current MDT A Fare Policy

MDTA currently provides five modes of transit service. Local Metro bus service has a $1.25 full
cash fare discounted to $0.60 for the elderly, disabled, and students. Express Metrobus service
has a $1.50 full cash fare discounted to $0.75 for the elderly, disabled and students.

The

Metrorail fare structure is identical to local Metrobus. The Metromover has a $0.25 full cash fare
discounted to $0.10 for elderly, disabled, and students.

The final mode of transit service

delivered is the Special Transportation Service (STS). This is a door-to-door service provided
for those with disabilities. The cost for STS service is a flat fare of $2.00 for trips within Dade
County.
Discounted Cash Fares
To ride the Metrobus at a discounted fare, students in grades 7-12 must obtain a student permit
through the Dade County School system. Students in grades 1-6 do not need a permit to ride
Metrobus at the reduced fare. To ride the Metrorail or Metromover at a reduced fare, all students
(grades 1-12) must purchase a monthly reduced fare rail permit (school ID required) for $0.50
available at the transit information center at the Government Center Station. This permit enables
the student to purchase a reduced fare monthly pass. Preschoolers less than 42 inches tall can
ride the Metrobus, Metrorait and Metromover free at all times when accompanied by an adult.
Senior citizens (65 years and older) and disabled riders can obtain a free reduced fare bus ID
permit (proof of age/disability required) at the Government Center Station. This permit enables
the patron to pay the discounted fare on Metrobus. A Medicare card is also valid as identification
for reduced fares on Metrobus. To ride at the reduced fare on the Metrorail and Metromover,
seniors and disabled patrons must purchase a monthly reduced fare rail permit for $0.50 at the
Government Center Station. This permit allows the patron to purchase a reduced fare monthly
pass.
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Passes
The cost of a MDTA monthly Metropass is $60.00. A discount pass for the elderly, disabled,
and students (grades 1-12) is available for $30.00. The Metropass allows unlimited rides for one
month on the Metrobus, Metrorail, and Metromover.

The pass is also valid on express bus

service at no additional charge. MDTA sells Metropasses at a group discount rate of $54.00 for
between 5 and 99 passes, and $52.00 for 100 or more passes. Passes can be directly purchased
at the Government Center Station or at all MDTA sales outlets. Corporate group passes may be
ordered through the mail, with orders and payment received by the 10th of the preceding month.
Passes are obtained at the Government Center Station.
College students may purchase a monthly Metropass -for $45.00 at participating colleges and
universities. Students must be registered full time at the time of sale and must be registered at
the institution where the pass is purchased.
Most Metrorail stations have parking facilities available for rail riders. The daily parking rate
is $1.00. Metropass holders can purchase a $2.00 parking permit with their pass that allows
unlimited use of the rail parking facilities for that month.

Parking is free for handicapped

patrons.

Tokens
MDT A sells tokens at 10 for $10.00. These tokens can be used as full fare on both Metrobus
(local) or Metrorail. To use tokens on express service, patrons must also pay a $0.25 upgrade.
Tokens are available at all rail stations, as well as at all MDTA pass sales outlets.

Free Fares
Currently, MDTA employees, retired MDTA employees (having had 30 years or longer of
service) and their spouses, and various uniformed officers (police, correction officers, court
bailiffs, and firemen) with proper identification can ride for free on Metrobus.

Police, U.S.

Marshalls, bailiffs in uniform, Dade County Corrections Officers in uniform and MDT A
employees on business may ride the Metrorail system free of charge.
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Paratransit
The final mode of transit service delivered by MDTA is the Special Transportation Service
(STS). This is a door-to-door service provided for the physically disabled. A flat fare of $2.00
is charged for trips within Dade County. No written policy regarding paratransit transfers with
BCT currently exist, though coordination on this issue continues.

Transfers
Table 1 provides the current transfer rates between Metrobus, Metrorail, and Metromover. No
transfers are available for the STS, since it is operated as a door-to-door service. Transfers from
bus to bus are valid for two hours after the time they are punched, and are limited to use at
locations where routes meet or cross each other. Transfers from bus to rail are valid all day.
Rail to bus transfers must be purchased at the station where you board the train. Bus operators
will not accept transfers from stations where the passenger exited the train. Transfers are good
for only one trip, although a transfer can be purchased on a transfer. Rail to mover transfers
occur at the Government Center and Brickell stations, at no charge, via a direct connection within
the fare control area.

Mover to rail transfers are $1.00 and must also occur within the fare

control area. Metromover to Metrobus transfers are free. Metromover to Metrobus transfers are
$0.25.
MDTA currently has transfer agreements with Tri-Rail and neighboring Broward County Transit
(BCT). Based on a May 1989 Memorandum of Understanding, Tri-Rail patrons transfer free to
both Metrorail and all Metrobus local routes.

Specifically, patrons with Tri-Rail monthly or

weekly passes may transfer free to Metrorail or Metrobus (local routes). Patrons with Tri-Rail
daily passes may transfer to Metrorail (roundtrip), or continue on a Metrobus which serves TriRail stations in Dade County.

Patrons with Tri-Rail one-way tickets may transfer free to

Metrorail (one way), or for a continuation on a Metrobus serving a Tri-Rail Station. Tri-Rail
passes may not be used for transfers to paratransit.
MDTA is reimbursed only for those persons transferring when using a Daily Tri-Rail ticket.
These tickets are turned over by the patron to MDTA who is then reimbursed by Tri-Rail.
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Table 1
MDTA Transfers
Transfer From

Full Fare

Tri-Rail to Metrorail

Free

Discount

Free

1. Plus $0.25 upgrade to Express Bus service
2. Plus $0.15 upgrade to Express Bus service
3. Discounted along with the MDTA paid fare value from the Tri-Rail ticket
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Full fare passengers transferring from BCT bus service to a MDTA Metrobus pay a fare upgrade
of $0.40 for local bus service ($0.20 for discounted fares) and $0.65 ($0.35 for discounted fares)
for express bus service. The BCT transfers are accepted only at specified inter-county transfer
points.
Current Tri-Rail Tariff Policy

Tri-Rail continues to operate under a tariff rate (fare policy) which went into effect on December
9, 1994 (see Table 2). Children under the age of 5 accompanied by an adult ride free. Discounts
of 50% off of the full fare for each fare type are offered to persons over the age of 65,
handicapped, students in the first through twelfth grade, and full time students in 2 and 4 year
colleges. Proper identification must be presented in order to purchase a discounted ticket.

Table 2
Tri-Rail Tariff Policy
Fare Type

12-9-94

Discounted One Way Ticket

$1.50

Discounted Monthly Ticket

$32.50

One Way Tickets

Current one way tickets cost $3.00, discounted to $1.50 for the elderly, handicapped, and

students. One way tickets are valid on the day of purchase for a single ride in one direction only.
The ticket is also valid for a one way single ride on the MDTA Metrorail system or a
continuation on a Metrobus serving the station, and on BCT and CoTran routes that serve the
station on the day of purchase.
Daily Tickets

Daily tickets cost $5.00, with no discount offered on this fare. Daily tickets are valid for the day
of purchase and may be used for an unlimited number of boardings on that day. These tickets
are magnetically encoded validating the day of travel. A daily ticket may also be used for an
unlimited number of boardings on the MDT A Metrorail and for a continuation trip on Metro bus,
BCT and CoTran routes serving the Tri-Rail stations for the valid date.
Weekly Tickets

The current weekly ticket costs $18.50. No discount is offered on this fare. Weekly tickets are
valid for an unlimited number of trips during a week (Monday-Sunday) for the dates as
designated on the ticket. The weekly ticket may also be used for unlimited rides on the MDTA
Metrorail and Metrobus service and on BCT and CoTran routes that serve the station, for the
designated week.
FAST TRACK 12 PAK

The FAST TRACK 12 PAK are coupons which cost $22.50. No discount is offered on this fare
media. The coupons are not valid as tickets for boarding the train, but instead are coupons which
may be redeemed for the tickets. One coupon may be exchanged on the day of travel for a one
way ticket, and two coupons may be exchanged for an all day ticket. These coupons are not time
restrictive, thereby offering greater flexibility for occasional passengers.
Monthly Tickets

Monthly tickets currently cost $65.00, and are discounted to $32.50 for the elderly, handicapped,
and students. Monthly tickets are valid from the first day to the last day for the month of
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purchase. Monthly tickets are valid for an unlimited number of rides, including use on the
MDTA system (other than paratransit). Monthly tickets may only be used by one person per day.
Tri-Rail Memorandum of Understanding

In the spring of 1989 the four transit agencies executed a Memorandum of Understanding
agreeing to a regional fare policy related to bus and Metrorail connecting service to Tri-Rail. The
six points of the agreement which are pertinent to this study are as follows:
1. The fare policy for transit bus service provided by the Counties is that no fare
will be charged for any route established solely to service the Tri-County
Commuter Rail service.
2. On those designated local routes and Metrorail, where service includes access
to a Tri-Rail station, the applicable one-way fare will be charged to the patron
unless a valid weekly or monthly Tri-Rail pass is presented to the driver. A valid
weekly or monthly Tri-Rail pass shall be consideredfullfare on these designated
local routes and Metrorail. Upon payment of proper fare and a transfer fee, if
applicable, the patron will be issued a transfer document. This transfer, when
presented to a Tri-Rail ticket agent, will be valid for a discount in the amount
equivalent to the value of the transfer, but not to exceed the cost of a full fare one-way
ticket plus a transfer fee toward the purchase of a one-way Tri-Rail ticket.
3. Tri-Rail patrons holding a current and valid one-way ticket may present such
ticket as fare payment at a Tri-Rail station when boarding designated local routes
and Metrorail.
4.

Express bus service (e.g. the 1-95 Express Bus from Golden Glades to

Downtown Miami) is excluded from this policy. Any Tri-Rail patron wishing to
transfer to express bus service will be subject to payment of a full-fare upon
boarding the bus.
5. Tri-Rail patrons transferring to Metrorail at NW 79th Street will be allowed
a free transfer to Metrorail from Tri-Rail.
12

Those patrons transferring from

Metrorail to Tri-Rail at NW 79th Street will be given a discount from the price of
a one-way Tri-Rail ticket upon presentation of a valid Metrorail transfer. This
discount will be for the full value of the one-way ticket, full-fare or discount-fare,
toward the purchase of a Tri-Rail ticket.

Purchasers of Tri-Rail weekly or

monthly passes shall be allowed two Metrorail trips per service day.
6.

Handicapped individuals eligible for special transportation services under

guidelines established by any of the parties to this Agreement and who pay to
travel to or from Tri-Rail via special transportation services provided by any party
to this Agreement shall be allowed to ride Tri-Rail at no additional charge.
TRI-RAIL FEEDER BUS SERVICE
Tri-Rail feeder bus service was initiated in conjunction with the commuter rail service in January
1989. Twelve of the 15 stations currently have feeder bus service specifically provided to serve
the Tri-Rail commuter rail service. Regular fixed-route buses serve the other three stations. The
Hollywood station is served by route 7 of the Broward County Transit (BCT) system, while the
Metro-Dade Transit Agency (MDTA) serves the Metrorail station with route L, and the Golden
Glades station with routes E, V, 22, 42, 77, and 95X.
Saturday feeder bus service to the Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale, and Miami International airports
started in December 1990 to coincide with the start of Saturday commuter rail service. The same
three airport routes began Sunday service along with the start of Sunday commuter rail service
in September 1992. Only the rail stations serving the three airports have dedicated feeder bus
service on Saturdays and Sundays.
Feeder bus service is partially funded by FDOT. Tri-Rail passes these funds ($333,333 per
system) through to the three county transit agencies to help defray the expenses incurred in
providing feeder service to Tri-Rail. The remainder of the costs are absorbed by the transit
agencies. Palm Beach and Dade Counties provide the service with their own equipment and
operators, while Broward County subcontracts its feeder service.
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TRI-RAIL PARK-N-RIDE LOTS
There are currently 15 Tri-Rail stations, only one of which (Palm Beach Airport) does not have
available parking spaces. Table 3 summarizes the current available parking spaces, usage (from
visual surveys performed in August/September 1993), amenities, and feeder bus access.

SUMMARY OF FARE POLICIES
Table 4 presents a summary of the fare policies for the four transit providers in the three county
region. Specific policies related to each fare type are contained within the text of the report.
Table 5 presents a summary of ridership by fare type for each of the four systems. CoTran and
BCT data are for Fiscal Year 1994, while MDTA data is from FY 1993. Tri-Rail data is from
the recently completed on-board survey and represents weekly data only.

INTERAGENCY TRANSFER LOCATIONS
Figure 1 shows the locations of bus to bus and bus to Tri-Rail transfers in the three county area.
Transfers between the CoTran and BCT bus systems occur at Mizner Park in Boca Raton, where
CoTran routes lS and 8 meet the BCT route 10. Route 10 also travels along Federal Highway
in Palm Beach County where transfers can occur with the route lS of CoTran. BCT route 97
meets with CoTran route 8 at the Town Center Mall. BCT reports that on average 6 patrons
alight and 6 patrons board on each trip ofBCT routes 10 and 97 transferring from CoTran routes
1S or 8 on a daily basis.
In Broward County BCT route 9 meets with MDTA routes 3, K, and Vat the Diplomat Mall.
In Dade County BCT routes 1 and 9 meet with MDTA routes 3, 9, 95x, E, S, V and the Biscayne
Max at the Aventura Mall. BCT route 9 also meets MDT A routes V and K at Collins Avenue
and 194th Street. BCT route 18 meets with the MDTA routes 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 22, 75, 83, 95x,
E, H, and Vat the 163rd Street Shopping Center. BCT route 18 also meets with MDTA routes
22, 77, 95x,E and V at the Golden Glades Park & Ride. BCT route 18 further meets with
MDTA routes 75, 77, 83, and 95x at NW 2nd Avenue and 183rd Street and with MOTA routes
77 and 95x at NW 2nd Avenue and 199th Street. MDTA reports that 471 transfers from BCT
buses to MDT A buses occurred on Thursday September 8, 1994 .
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Table 3
Tri-Rail Station Area Parking

-ralm Tran Shuttle

0

I

I

rt:z
Lake Worth

3 shelters

10S

handicap

_3
12S

-1.

3 shelters

108

31
Boynton Beach

Kiss-n-Ride and transfer to Feeder Bus.

20 parked on grass & gravel

Palm Beach Airport

31

-1.

o.,

handicap

31

34

4shelters

44 illegally parked

-

_2

handicap

97

70

>J

>J

I 4 shelters

53 I 4 shelters

S6

IO illegally parked

u,

Vl

_!
472

2~~

Metrorail

~
4S

3
0

__o
373
74 illegally parked

I

43
Miami lnt'I Airport

handicap

I

~

_§_

43
I

-;j:j
3

328

handicap

I~-~--A- ·--

etrain.

1 continuous shelter

26 illegally parked

322

Subtotal

-Route 8 Boca Raton East/F.A.U.
-Route 9 Boca Raton West
Buses directly access the station

,tU

handicap
employee
tasi

24
7

Subtotal

-Route 7 Delray Beach

Buses directly access the station

0

handicap

-1.

Boca Raton

-Route 12 Boynton Beach
Buses directly access the station

70

91

_§_

Delray Beach

-Route 3 W.P.B.
-Route 4 Okeechobee Blvu.
-Route 10 P.B. Int'! Airport
-Route 11 Prospect Place
Buses serve the station from a pull-,out along Mercer Ave. just south of the
station
-Route S Lake Worth/Wellington
Buses serve the station from stops on Lake Worth Road adjacent to the nonh
end of the station

-1.
137

26 illegally parked

14shelters

-NW 36th St./Koger
Served by Tri-Rail Blue Lagoon route.
Buses directly access the station.

Table 3 (Continued)
Tri-Rail Station Area Parking

Pompano Beach

handicap

--handicap
-Route 43 Nonh on Andrews
-Route 44 West to NW 21st Avenue
Buses access the station from Andrews Avenue

Cypress Creek

·cmp. 1oi
Fon Lauderdale

3,936 square foot station shared with
including a continuous shelter.

handicap

AMTRAK.

---

-Route 63 Perimeter
-Route 64 South to Stirling and Sheridan
Buses directly access the station

handicap

Ft. Lauderdale/Hollywood Int'!
Airpon

Kiss-n-Ride

Lot is shared with BCT employees

---......

handicap
chained area
AMTRAK
employees

Hollywood

0\

4,062 square foot station shared with
including continuous shelter

-handicap
Subtotal Broward County

s: I

3

Kiss-n-Ride

4

employee

~
703

1120

46 illegaUy parked

mi
3.County Tollll

1166
handicap

9
4

58
9
61

kiss-owride
employee

34

_!

taxi

_!

1920

1213

-Route 53 Downtown Fon Lauderdale
Buses directly access the station

AMTRAK.

-Route 7 (Broward County Transit)

Buses serve station from Hollywood Boulevard

Table 4
Summary of Fare Policies
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Table5
System Ridership by Fare Type
FY 1994 C01RAN Ridership by Fare Type
Senior
atizen

Disabled

Student

Transfer

234,091
10.19%

25,341
1.10%

154,237
6.71%

215,902
9.40%

Monthly Pass
Regular
Reduced

Contract

Tri-Rail

Full Fare

PalmTran

Total

71,924
3.13%

157,744
6.87%

128,188
5.58%

345,446
15.04%

884,120
38.49%

80,313
3.50%

2,297,306

FY 1994 BCT Ridership by Fare Type
Senior&
Disabled

Student

Transfer

Tri-Rail

Dade/Palm
Transfers

Reg.
Fare

Park·&
Ride

Century
Village

All Passes

Other

Total

1,540,609
6.92%

1,595,474
7.17%

3,873,545
17.41%

80,954
0.36%

283,146
1.27%

6,811,245
30.61%

1,717
0.01%

1,798,692
8.08%

5,452,462
24.50%

817,427
3.67%

22,255,271

Special/
Tickets Park&Ride

Total

12Pak

Monthly

Delay
Dollars

1,097
2.21%

5,841
11.78%

95
0.19%

FY 1993 MDTA Ridership by Fare TyPe
Full Cash
Fare

Discount
Cash Fare

Monthly
Pass

Transfers

30,189,194
37.00%

9,776,079
11.98%

18,125,789
22.21%

18,029,174
22.09%

5,208,236
6.38%

274,865
0.34%

12Pak

Monthly

One-way

2,465
4.97%

6,694
13.50%

2,811
5.67%

81,603,337

Tri- Rail Ridership by Fare Type
(1994 Onboard Survey- Weekly Data)

One-way

Daily

8,758
17.66%

10,969
22.12%

Re ular Fares
Weekly

5,395
10.88%
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Discounted Fares
Daily
Weekly

4,200
8.47%

1,255
2.53%

Total

49,580

Based on the recently completed Tri-Rail on-board survey, for the weekly data, approximately
35 percent of patrons responding to the mode of access question used some form of transit. This
includes Tri-Rail shuttle bus (16.9%), "other bus" (7.7%), or Metromover/Metrorail (10.0%).
Weekly data from the recently completed onboard survey for mode of access/egress by feeder bus
and rail for each Tri-Rail station are shown in Table 6.
INTERCOUNTY TRAVEL

According to a recently completed subtask of the Long Range Transportation Plan Update being
performed for the Metro-Dade MPO, approximately 1,300,000 inter-county trips (all modes) are
made among the three counties on an average weekday for the base year 1990. Specifically,
831,600 were made between Dade and Broward counties, 453,000 between Palm Beach and
Broward counties, and 15,800 between Palm Beach and Dade counties.
According to the 1990 Census 172,509 work trips occurred between the three counties.
Specifically, 25,462 work trips were made from Palm Beach County (residence) to Broward
County (county of employment), 3,483 from West Palm to Dade, 31,809 from Broward to West
Palm, 77,285 from Broward to Dade, 2,909 from Dade to West Palm, and 31,561 from Dade to
Broward County.
FARE RECIPROCITY AGREEMENTS AT OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS

The following systems were surveyed for fare policy data, including fare reciprocity agreements
with other neighboring transit providers.
GO Transit

GO (Government of Ontario) Transit operates 220 miles of commuter rail service along the
northern shore of Lake Ontario. GO also operates approximately 200 buses on fixed routes
providing service primarily to suburban areas and incidentally to rail stations. The GO fare
structure is basically a distance based fare system with the fare having two components; a base
($0.55) and distance (approximately $0.08 per kilometer). The minimum cash fare is $1.80. Ten
ride tickets are sold at a 10% discount and monthly passes are sold at a 21 % discount based on
40 rides. GO Transit currently has over 50 active fare zones.
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Table 6
Transit Mode of Access/Egress (Weekly Data)
Tri-Rail Station

Tri-Rail
Feeder Bus

%of all
Access/Egress

Other Bus

Modes

% of all
Access/Egress

Modes
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Metro Rail/Mover

% of all
Access/Egress

Modes

GO Transit began a Proof-of-Payment fare system in 1988. This system is a microprocessor
based fare collection and barrier-free honor fare control system. Patrons are required to purchase
validated tickets which are subject to random inspection. Multi-ride tickets must be canceled at
a ticket canceling machine.
Under the initial fare integration program with local transit operators, GO Transit reimburses the
municipal transit operators 75% of the systems' single adult fare for carrying every GO patron
to/from designated GO stations. The balance of 25% is at the discretion of the municipal transit
properties to waive or to collect from the GO patrons. The exception is an arrangement with the
Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), where patrons must purchase a combined monthly "TwinPass".

The pass sells for the combined monthly fare of both the GO and TTC systems minus

a $20.00 discount. Twin Passes are valid on all TTC and GO services.
In late 1994, GO will begin reimbursing only 37.5% of the actual fare value to the cooperating
municipal transit properties. The remaining 62.5% is left to the local transit property to waive
or collect from the patron. In the past, most operators have waived the remaining fare as an extra
incentive for patrons to commute by public transit. The revenue lost is balanced by the additional
revenue generated by the increased ridership.
Transfers between GO Transit and the municipal transit operators is as simple as flashing a GO
monthly pass or ticket to the driver. Drivers record the number of rides with GO passes and
tickets, and the municipal operators submit monthly billing for reimbursement. GO performs
periodic audit checks and surveys to verify the number of transfers.
San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development Board

In June, 1994 the San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB) adopted a
Uniform Fare Structure Agreement with the San Diego Association of Governments (SAND AG)
and area public transit operators within San Diego County. The Agreement spells out policies
and responsibilities for participation in, and administration of, the coordinated regional fare
structure.
According to the Agreement, the base local bus cash fare is $1.00. Urban bus service is $1.50
while express bus service is priced at $1. 75. Express service also contains zonal surcharges. The
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San Diego Trolley base cash fare is $1.00 with a $0.50 or $0.75 surcharge depending on the
number of stations travelled.
Senior/disabled cash fares on all bus routes is $0.75 with no charges for zones travelled.
Children 5 and under ride free. There is no regional youth fare, though some of the systems have
individually set a youth fare at $0.75. ADA complementary paratransit service fares are set at
double the one-way fares for comparable fixed route services.
The base price for a regional monthly pass is $49.00. Monthly passes can go as high as $72.00
depending on the type of service and the number of zones travelled.

The senior/disabled

discounted m9nthly pass is $12.25. MTDB also offers daily and multi-day passes, and discounted
10 ride ticket books.
Transfers within the system are free. Passengers with a valid transfer slip may make an intrasystem transfer to a bus or Trolley of equal or lower cash fare value free of charge. Passengers
with a valid transfer slip must pay the difference between the lower and higher cash fares in
$0.25 increments when transferring to a bus or Trolley with a higher cash fare value. Transfer
upgrades range from $0.25 to $2.00. There are no transfer upgrade charges for senior/disabled
passengers except when transferring to a DART (shuttle) service, where a $0.50 upgrade is
required.
Eligible passengers with a valid transfer slip from an ADA complementary paratransit service
vehicle may transfer to a bus or Trolley without the payment of a transfer upgrade charge. A
transfer received upon any fare payment on a fixed-route vehicle will be worth a maximum of
$0.75 toward the payment of the fare upgrade on an ADA complementary paratransit vehicle.
Passengers holding a valid adult monthly pass must pay a cash upgrade to ride services with a
higher cash fare value than that for which their pass is valid.
Operators within the MTDB service area are required to maintain counts of pass riders (all
categories), and other pr~paid fare media for the development of a monthly summary to be
submitted to SANDAG (see Attachment 1). This monthly summary also includes the number of
transfer upgrades received by an operator. SANDAG is responsible for compiling the data to
determine the proportion of revenue by operator for each fare category. MTDB will issue checks
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to each operator based on the proportion derived by SANDAG. New commuter rail service
(Coaster) is scheduled to begin in February 1995.

According to an agreement with local

operators, five percent of the farebox revenue from the commuter rail line will be provided to
the local systems for providing feeder bus service.

San Francisco Bay Area
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is the regional transportation planning
agency for the region comprising the City and County of San Francisco and the Counties of
Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, and Sonoma. According
to California law, the MTC is required, in cooperation with the Transit Operator Coordinating
Council, to adopt rules and regulations to promote the coordination of fares and schedules for all
public transit systems within its jurisdiction and to require every system to enter into a joint fare
revenue sharing agreement with connecting systems consistent with those rules and regulations.
Many activities related to this fare coordination are underway.
A status report summarized from MTC Board meeting support materials on MTC fare
coordination projects from early 1994 is provided below.

Universal Ticket Demonstration Project
Objective: To demonstrate the universal ticket for the purpose of establishing a universal fare
collection system.
Description: This project is to demonstrate the use of stored value tickets for use on both rail
and bus services. BART, Contra Costa County Transit Agency (CCCTA) and BART Express
Buses are participating in this demonstration. The stored value ticket (TransLink) will provide
for transfers among operators, with the capability to provide for operator discounts at multiple
levels. The on-board equipment will act like a BART gate, subtracting fare from a stored value
ticket. As each new operator is added, the equipment will keep track of where tickets are used
to facilitate revenue sharing among operators. In addition, special ticket vending machines will
be placed at key BART stations and at other major transfer points.
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Status: Despite technical difficulties in the beginning of this demonstration, public response to
the-universal ticket has been very positive. Currently all CCCTA and BART Express buses are
equipped with fareboxes which accept the TransLink ticket and most technical complications have
been resolved. The demonstration period ended in May 1994. An evaluation is now underway.
New TransLink ticket vending machines (credit-debit vendors) which will allow patrons to
purchase tickets with cash, A TM cards, or credit cards are in the final stage of development and
will be installed in some BART stations by April 1994.
Note that according to marketing materials received from MTC the cost for a TransLink ticket
is $30.00 for a $32 value ticket and $75.00 for a $80 value ticket. The Translink system does
not create a:seamless regional fare system but allows for easy debit fare payment and discounted
fares.

TransLink Installation on AC Transit
Objective: Based on the successful demonstration of the TransLink ticket technology, this project
is the first step in the regional implementation of TransLink.
Description: This project is to install on-board ticket machines on approximately 800 AC Transit
buses. The stored value ticket will provide for transfers among operators, with the capability to
provide for operator discounts at multiple levels. This project also includes the preparation of
specifications for the expansion of TransLink to the other Bay area bus systems and other modes
(e.g. ferry, commuter rail).
Status: Specifications for the new AC Transit fareboxes were completed in January 1994. The
production contract was executed in March 1994 and installation of the equipment should be
completed by December 1995.
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CHAPTER2
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION
OF FARE RECIPROCITY ALTERNATIVES

Based on the information collected in Chapter 1, including policies at other multi-modal agencies,
alternative fare reciprocity policies are presented below for consideration. These alternatives are
then evaluated based on revenue equity, ease of administration, passenger convenience,
implementation costs and the ability to accommodate future agency fare and service changes.
FARE RECIPROCITY ALTERNATIVES
1. Retain Current Agreements

As presented in the previous chapter, the current transfer agreements between agencies are
summarized in Table 7.
Table 7
Summary of Transfer Policies
FARE TYPE

CoTran

BCT

MDTA

Tri-Rail

Cash Transfer from MDTA to:

In addition to the cash transfers presented in Table 7, CoTran, BCT and MDTA patrons may
transfer to Tri-Rail by buying a transfer on the current system (CoTran patrons receive the
transfer for free) and receiving a credit equal to the value of the full fare, including transfer paid,
for that system toward purchase of a Tri-Rail one-way fare. For example, a BCT passenger
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would pay an $0.85 fare to board a BCT bus, buy a $0.10 transfer, and receive a $0.95 discount
from Tri-Rail on the purchase of a $3.00 one-way fare, and would therefore pay Tri-Rail only
$2.05 in cash. Patrons transferring from Tri-Rail to any of the system modes serving a Tri-Rail
station may do so for free.
There are differences in the transfer policies between systems.

BCT requires passengers

transferring from either neighboring systems to pay the BCT transfer fee when boarding. MDTA
requires a fare upgrade of $0.40 when transferring from BCT to make up the difference in base
fares between the systems. CoTran does not charge a transfer fee or the difference in base fare
from BCT. Hence there is no consistent intercounty transfer policy. Also, MDTA has allowed
holders of Tri-Rail passes free access to its entire system, though this is not required by the
interlocal agreement with Tri-Rail, and is not permitted in Broward or Palm Beach counties.
This alternative assumes the fares collected between the systems created by the inter-county
transfers would remain with the system which collected the funds, and there would not be a
reallocation of funds between systems. An exception is the reallocation of funds from Tri-Rail
to MDTA based on the number of daily Tri-Rail tickets recorded at the Tri-Rail Metrorail
Station.
Currently Tri-Rail allocates $333,333 annually to each of the three transit systems for feeder bus
service. A variation on this alternative would be to change the allocation of fare revenue to
account for boardings using the Tri-Rail monthly pass on the local transit systems. Currently this
is only an issue between Tri-Rail and MDTA, but future changes in the bus networks at CoTran
and BCT may create a similar situation. CoTran currently plans to expand and modify its bus
transit network in August 1996, using Tri-Rail as its north-south spine.
2. Standardized Fare Policy

Currently the four systems are very similar in many aspects of fare policy other than the actual
fare rate by category. These policies include such items as child fares, senior discounts, transfer
policies, and pass types offered. Table 8 presents a list of the current fare policies for each
system and a recommended fare policy which would make all systems comparable when possible.
The major reasons for having comparable policies are to enhance marketing efforts, to serve
riders who use more than one system, and to encourage transit use by visitors to the area. This
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Table 8
Standardized Fare Policy
Fare Policy

CoTran

BCT

MDTA

Tri-Rail

TRANSFERS
lnlercounty

Intra county

-continue in same
direction
-~v~ i~ r~!~t

dircclion

ldentifiutioa
Age

Children ride free
PASSES
Monthly
Weekly

llaily
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Recommended Alternative

alternative would also demonstrate the cooperation among agencies in serving the transit needs
of the south Florida region.
3. Multi-Agency Pass

This regional fare policy envisions the sale of monthly and potentially weekly passes that allow
riding on any combination of the three transit systems with Tri-Rail. Patrons would be able to
purchase a one, two or three county sticker with a Tri-Rail pass that would allow for unlimited
rides only on routes serving the Tri-Rail stations. The cost for the sticker would be fifteen
dollars ($80 total) for the first county, an additional ten dollars ($90 total) for the second county,
and an additional five dollars ($95 total) for a three county pass with Tri-Rail. The stickers are
in addition to the $65 cost for a Tri-Rail monthly pass. A Dade County sticker would be
accepted ~n Metrorail as well as on Metrobus routes serving Tri-Rail stations. The existing
policy of allowing free transfers on the routes serving the Tri-Rail stations would be changed for
riders without a sticker on a monthly pass. A transfer charge equal to the charge for transfers
within a given system would be instituted for riders without a monthly-(or weekly) pass sticker.
Tri-Rail would refund the sticker surcharges to the counties, based on the number of stickers sold
or on some other allocation method, such as passenger counts on feeder services. Passes would
be sold at all existing outlets of the four transit systems.
This alternative is similar to the Uniticket concept in use on commuter rail lines and bus systems
in the New York City metropolitan area. A monthly pass holder on the Long Island Rail Road
or on Metro-North Commuter Rail can purchase a sticker for an additional fee. The monthly pass
is then a Uniticket, and allows the rider to board any bus serving the rail station without paying
a fare. Uniticket is only available at select stations within New York City, and cannot be used
at Penn Station or Grand Central Terminal. Thus, Uniticket offers a discount for one end of the
commuter rail trip only.
This concept can also be applied to individual transit system passes without Tri-Rail, but pricing
of the two-county sticker would be difficult because of large variations in monthly pass costs.
For example, if a ten dollar price were charged for another county sticker, a passenger adding
a Broward County sticker to an MDT A Metropass would pay $70, while a rider adding a Dade
County sticker to a BCT pass would pay only $40. The higher of the two pass costs must be
used as the base price before adding a sticker. No three county pass is envisioned, due to very.
limited market demand. Allocation of fares would need to be based on a sampling of pass usage
by system. BCT and MDTA are open to the possibility of implementing a two county pass on
a demonstration basis.
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4. Regional Pass
A true regional pass is another possibility. Under this concept, a rider could purchase a pass
good for unlimited rides in a set time period (most likely one month) on all four systems for a
price discounted substantially from the sum of the individual system pass prices. The monthly
price for a regional pass in South Florida might be in the $90 range. The San Francisco Bay area
is moving toward this concept as it adds one system at a time to its regional pass program.
It is interesting to note that South Florida is unique in its existing regional approach to multiagency fares, especially with regard to Tri-Rail. Monthly pass holders on Tri-Rail have enjoyed
liberal transfer privileges since operation began. The three counties agreed to allow Tri-Rail
passengers virtual free access to feeder services to minimize barriers to Tri-Rail's use and to
encourage ridership. In other cities, commuter rail and local transit systems evolved
independently and generally did not coordinate fares. Introduction of a regional pass in these
metropolitan areas is generally accompanied by a true discount in the monthly cost to riders. In
South Florida, on the.other hand, the transfer provisions accompanying the monthly Tri-Rail pass
already provide an excellent financial inducement. Since Tri-Rail is the predominant mode of
choice for long, multi-county trips, its pricing is the determining factor in the regional fare
concept. Put simply, there is little or no room to offer discounts from the current fare structure
to encourage purchase of a regional pass. The current transfer agreements among the transit
agencies and Tri-Rail would need to be changed, as noted in the previous alternative.
5. Full Fare (No Transfers)
The full fare alternative would have no inter-county transfers, nor transfers between Tri-Rail and
the feeder systems. Patrons would pay another full fare in order to board a second agency's
system. Many metropolitan areas in the U.S. currently operate under this arrangement. This
alternative would increase the cost to riders who must transfer to complete a trip.
6. Standardized Multi-County Fare
This alternative envisions a standardization of local transit fares in the three counties. This would
apply to one-way cash fares, discount policies, transfer charges, and monthly pass prices. This
alternative is similar to the current arrangement in San Diego as discussed earlier, though San
Diego's fare policy agreement is only in effect in one county. Transfers between systems could
follow the previously mentioned full fare alternative, the multi-agency pass, or the current
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agreements. The major benefit of such a system is in marketing the fare policy among multicounty transit users and visitors to the area.
ADVANCED EQUIPMENT/FARE MEDIA

MDTA currently uses magnetic time-sensitive "read-only" cards for access to Metrorail and
Metromover. The magnetic card readers built into the fare turnstiles have the ability to read each
card to validate its use for that particular day, or in the instance of the Metropass, for that
particular month. Tri-Rail also uses the same magnetically encoded passes so that Tri-Rail
passengers will have access to the Metrorail system.
Stored value cards, on the other hand, have either magnetically or computer chip encoded dollar
values stored in the card which can be interactively deducted by a reader machine. These cards
offer much more flexibility to the user than time-sensitive cards, in that the card can be used over ·
an unlimited time period and cover more than one transit agency. Each agency's fare collection
equipment can ·deduct the appropriate fare, thus permitting the same card to be used across
systems. The cards would also be able to handle discounted fares for transfers between systems
automatically. The stored value cards could be used for any of the alternatives presented in this
Technical Memorandum.
According to the 1993 APTA Transit Fare Summary only 13 of 291 systems reporting used
stored value cards for fare payment in the motor bus mode. Seven of 13 systems reporting within
the heavy rail mode used stored value cards, and two of 17 systems reporting in the commuter
rail mode used stored value cards for fare payment.
MDTA will be considering stored value cards and the related equipment after 1998 as they begin
updating/upgrading their current equipment. CoTran, BCT and Tri-Rail may also consider this
type of fare media in the next five to ten years. The systems should coordinate future purchases
of fare equipment and media to assure compatibility.
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

Table 9 presents the results of a process for evaluating the fare alternatives previously presented.
Criteria which are used in the evaluation process include passenger convenience, passenger cost,
the ease of administering the fare policy, the policies' flexibility to accommodate future fare and
service changes, the revenue impact on the individual transit systems, and the costs (both
operating and capital) to implement the policy. Alternatives have been evaluated as having a
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Table 9
REGIONAL FARE ALTERNATIVES
I

Alternative

Passenger
Convenience

Passenger
Cost

Administrative
Ease

Flexibility to
Accommodate
Future Fare
and Service
Changes

+

0

+

0

Revenue

Cost to
Implement

St
Po

l\1ulti~~;~llcy·· • \ • ·
Montld)'IW¢elpy

r;S!; .

tr~11sf~r~} ·
Standardized Multicounty Fare
+ Positive Impact
- Negative Impact
o No Impact
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0

positive, negative, or no impact related to the criteria. Each alternative is judged as if no fare
policy is currently in place.

Passenger Convenience
Passenger convenience relates to the ease of use of the systems fare payment, including the actual
payment method, and the understanding of the multitude of fare options within a system and
between systems. The existing Current Agreements alternative is regarded as neutral in terms of
convenience for passengers. Transfers to/from Tri-Rail are basically seamless, but transfer policies
between bus systems are inconsistent. The Standardized Fare Policy alternative takes the
passenger convenience one step farther in that the systems would have similar fare policies for
ease of use. The Multi-agency and Regional Pass alternatives make fare payment easier for
patrons by offering one pass type that can be used on multiple modes and within multiple
systems, a major convenience to the frequent user. The standardized Multi-county Fare would
also be easier for the rider who uses many parts of the regional transit system as well as for
tourists. The Full Fare alternative has a negative impact in that it would require patrons to carry
a considerable amount of change to pay a fare for every trip, with no appearance of a seamless
system.

·Passenger Cost
Passenger cost is the actual out of pocket fare cost for the users of the transit systems. In this
case the Current Agreements and Standardized Fare Policy alternatives are assumed to be positive
for their impact on passenger cost. The Multi-agency Monthly Pass will actually reduce the costs
to the most frequent users in that transfer charges would be instituted. The Standardized Multicounty Fare would either be positive or negative depending on the transfer policy associated with
a standardized regional fare. The Full Fare alternative would definitely create a negative impact
by increasing out of pocket costs to all users of the transit systems who transfer. The Regional
Pass would cost more than the current Tri-Rail monthly pass.

Administrative Ease
This evaluation criterion represents the projected effort involved on the part of the transit agencies
to administer the fare policy, including fare collection and fare reallocation. The Current
Agreements and Standardized Fare Policy alternatives have a positive impact due to the minimal
administrative effort required. The two pass scenarios, on the other hand, will be difficult to
implement and market initially, and will also require some form of monitoring procedures in
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order to allocate fare revenues among systems. The Full Fare alternative would be easy to
implement and administer in that transfers and their associated problems would be eliminated.
The Standardized Multi-county fare would have a positive impact on administrative ease once the
system was implemented, though the initial marketing effort could be very intense.
Flexibility to Accommodate Future Fare and Service Changes
This criterion documents the fare policies' ability to change under different operating
environments in the future. This include changes in fare collection and fare card technology.
Only the Standardized Multi-county Fare would not easily accommodate future changes, because
a fare change would require approval by three different commissions.
Revenue
This criterion represents the projected farebox revenue collected and/or allocated to each system.
The Current Agreements alternative is viewed as mildly negative by the three counties. Some
alternatives would increase revenues through increased ridership due to the ease of use of the
system (Multi-agency Monthly Pass, Regional PassJwhile the Full Fare alternative would increase
revenues through increased fares by eliminating transfers. The Standardized Fare Policy
alternative is described as revenue neutral reflecting an initial reduction in transfer revenue, offset
by an increase in ridership. The Standardized Multi-county Fare alternative is shown as having
a negative impact on revenue in that it is assumed that BCT and CoTran would not raise their
fares to match Dade. On the other hand, MDTA is not envisioned to lower their fare to match
CoTran or BCT.
Cost to Implement
The Current Agreement alternative is the easiest, most cost-free method to address these issues.
There are minor administrative costs associated with the production and distribution of new passes
as contemplated in alternatives three and four. Otherwise there is little impact regarding "cost
to implement" for each of the other alternatives.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the review of existing fare policy at other systems and the evaluation process performed
above, CUTR recommends that the four transit agencies implement four of the six previously
described fare reciprocity alternatives.
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First, the Standardized Fare Policy alternative should be instituted by formalizing (in writing) the
intercounty transfer policies to include the minor fare policy changes listed as "Recommended
Alternatives" in Table 8. These changes will help standardize fare policies among the four transit
systems and simplify transferring for passengers. Similarly, the transit systems are encouraged
to hasten discussions on developing a regional paratransit policy, including transfer costs and
eligibility criteria. The systems should also consider allowing free access to the fixed route
modes of transit for ADA-certified patrons in order to reduce the number of more expensive
paratransit trips.
Second, the Multi-Agency Pass alternative appears to have application for.those traveling between
Dade and l3roward counties. It is estimated that approximately 470 persons transfer each way
between the MDTA and BCT on an average weekday. CUTR recommends that a demonstration
project be initiated by MDTA and BCT to implement a two-county monthly pass. This pass
would be set at $65.00, $5.00 greater than the current MDTA monthly pass. Assuming that
MDTA has eliminated the $0.40 upgrade charge, a patron normally paying by cash would need
to make approximately 27 round trips per month to break even. Riders most likely to use this
pass are frequent MDTA users who occasionally (6 times per month) use the BCT system.
Allocation of revenues 'from the sale of this pass would be based on a sampling of pass usage by
system. Based on the results of this project, a BCT/CoTran pass may be established following
similar guidelines.
Third, CUTR recommends the implementation of a Daily Regional Pass on a demonstration basis.
Possibly marketed as a "Passport to Everywhere" in South Florida, a daily regional pass would
be accepted on all local transit systems as well as on Tri-Rail. This pass could be readily
marketed to potential users and it is simple (a single distinct pass, without the need for county
stickers). A daily regional pass would be offered for $6.00, which is $1.00 more than the current
Tri-Rail daily pass. This price would have to be adjusted when Tri-Rail changes it's round trip
fare. Allocation of revenues from the sale of this pass would be based on a sampling of pass
usage by system.

Another Regional Pass alternative to· consider is to offer a Tri-Rail pass with the options to
purchase additional stickers that would permit passholders unlimited access to one or more of the
counties' transit services. For a monthly pass, the first sticker could cost $15, the second $10,
and the third $5. A passenger purchasing a pass with all three stickers would have a true regional
pass, providing unlimited use of all transit services in Dade, Broward and Palm Beach counties.
Revenue collected from the sale of those stickers would be distributed·to·the appropriate counties
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by Tri-Rail (in addition to the lump sum quarterly payments already being made to help pay for
the counties' operating costs of providing feeder service).
All of the systems should work cooperatively towards establishing a true regional retail outlet that
is common in all three counties, such as Eckerd's Drugs or Publix, for selling system passes and
the Daily Regional Pass.
Fourth, CUTR recommends that the four transit agencies in south Florida retain a critical element
of the current agreements by continuing to provide access to most public transportation services
in the region through the purchase of a Trj-Rail pass or ticket (with minor modifications as
described below). The counties should continue to receive payments from Tri-Rail in a lump sum
amount on a quarterly basis as a means of indirectly, but equitably, sharing passenger revenue.
Clearly, this method is the most convenient for passengers and the easiest for the agencies to
administer. It provides a seamless payment system for the passenger, and requires no additional
passes to be produced, distributed, or accounted for by the agencies. It also satisfies the vast
majority of the present regional transit market demand.
The amount of money Tri-Rail provides to each county is determined by the interlocal agreement
between the four entities. Presently, each county receives $333,333 to help pay for the expenses
of providing feeder services to Tri-Rail passengers. The amounts each county receives from TriRail can be thought of as the equivalent of "farebox return". These "farebox returns" provided
by Tri-Rail to each county bear an almost remarkable similarity to the average farebox return of
each system when the counties' expenses of providing feeder service is taken into account. The
interlocal agreements represent a mutual acceptance of the significance of regional rail service
by each county. None of the counties should expect to receive significantly more revenue from
Tri-Rail passenger activity than they would receive under normal revenue operations.
Consequently, the present method of distributing revenue is not only easiest on the passenger and
easiest to administer; it also provides a logical and fair way to compensate the counties for their
expenses. If the counties' expenses increase or decrease over time, the amount of Tri-Rail's
payments should be adjusted accordingly. CUTR's research of other systems' practices revealed
that GO Transit in Toronto and North San Diego County Transit (Coaster Commuter Rail) pay
considerably less than Tri-Rail does to reimburse local transit systems for the cost of feeder
services.
There remains some inconsistency in how much access each county provides to passengers
holding Tri-Rail passes. Dade County is unusually generous, allowing Tri-Rail passengers
unlimited access to all of its rail service and bus routes. Both Broward and Palm Beach limit free
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access to only those routes that directly serve Tri-Rail stations. There should be consistency
among all the counties on this issue. CUTR recommends that Dade County limit access for TriRail passholders to only Metrorail/Metromover and the MetroBus routes serving Tri-Rail stations.
This action will establish the basis for institut_ing the multiagency pass utilizing stickers to allow
unlimited use of transit service in one, two, or all three counties.
It is anticipated that implementation of these recommended alternatives can be accomplished in
a one year time period, including marketing efforts. CUTR further recommends that any future
fare policy changes be shared with the other systems prior to initiation of public hearings in order
to continue to m~intain regional standardization wherever possible. Finally, CUTR advises all
of the transit systems to share information and coordinate efforts when purchasing new fare
collection ~uipment.
Finally, the four transit agencies should consider implementing a regional employer-provided
"Commuter Check" Program. Effective January 1, 1993, a provision in the Comprehensive
National Energy Strategy law enables employers to provide employees with a transportation
fringe benefit of up to $60 per month. The benefit is for use by employees making the trip to
work on public transportation or by vanpools. Any amount up to $60 per month is tax free for
the employee, and the benefit is a tax-deductible, ordinary business expense by the employer.
"Commuter Check" is a Trademark of Commuter Check Services Corporation of New York City,
NY, which provides a service to transit agencies wishing to issue transit vouchers for the
purchase of transit fare media.
The cost and ease of administration are significant issues to employers and, therefore, to the
successful market penetration of any transit voucher program. Under a system of single-operator
programs, employers face the prospect of distributing, securing, and redeeming several different
types of passes or fare media. On the other hand, multi-system transit vouchers typically take
the form of a prepaid bank check. The user then can redeem the voucher at any existing location
where passes or fare media are sold. Participating transit operators do not need any special
handling procedures as the checks are processed through the existing banking system. As with
any system, appropriate safeguards are required to prevent fraud and abuse. Commuter Check
uses a hologram printed on each check.
Voucher programs are available in many major cities including New York, Philadelphia, San
Francisco, and Washington, D.C.. The administration of the program can take many forms
including a contract with non-profit organizations (e.g., Transit Center in New York), a contract
with for-profit businesses, (Commuter Check Corporation in Philadelphia and San Francisco) and
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a largely self-administered program (WMATA in Washington, D.C.). These transit vouchers are
often issued in several denominations. In Washington, D.C., Metrochek can be used as a farecard
on Metrorail, or exchanged for fares on any of the 28 participating area transit systems.
Exchanges can occur via mail or at selected locations such as the area's transit stores.
Another type of program is the Eco Pass program in Denver. It is an annual, unlimited-use photo
identification pass covering transportation on all RTD transit routes. Employers purchase passes
and provide them to all their employees as a fringe benefit. Prices paid are determined by the
level of adjacent transit service and the size of the employer. The annual cost ranges from $25
per employee for an employer with at least 250 employees and low levels of transit service to
$180 per employee for a large employer with at least 65 daily bus trips in proximity to the
employer. The price structure is based on estimates of lost farebox revenue as well as increases
to service, capital costs, and administrative costs. The unit cost per employee is low because the
cost is spread among the entire workforce. A guaranteed ride home program accompanies the
program in the event the individual has a personal emergency and needs to leave work early.
According to published reports, Eco Pass boardings approached nearly 87,000 in December 1992.
Denver is pursuing funding to evaluate the impacts of the program and develop marketing
techniques.
The four transit agencies should investigate the start-up costs associated with implementing the
program. The lessons learned from the other programs, particularly the recent start-ups such as
WMATA in Washington, D.C. that administer the program itself, should be transferable to the
southeast Florida region. It would appear that several cities have elected to focus on the
marketing of the program, including establishing networks of redemption centers by contracting
with Commuter Check Corporation rather than assuming the costs and responsibility for
administration. Telephone interviews with selected peer cities could identify the advantages of
each option.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS BY SYSTEM
The following bullet points summarize the recommend changes in fare policy for each of the four
transit agencies.

CoTran
"

Formalize intercounty transfer policy
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•

Change the amount of time a transfer is valid to 2 hours from the end of line

•

Change discount fare age requirements to 5-18 and over 65 years, phasing out the
current 60-65 age category

•·

Develop and implement a weekly pass

•

Develop regional pass sales outlets with other systems

•

Formalize a regional paratransit fare policy including ADA eligibility guidelines,
and intercounty paratransit transfers. Allow free access to fixed route services to
ADA certified patrons.

•

Implement a Daily Regional Pass

BCT

•

Formalize intercounty transfer policy

•

Eliminate intercounty transfer charge on BCT system

•

Allow transfer on a transfer

•

Develop regional pass sales outlets with other syst~ms

"

Formalize a regional paratransit fare policy including ADA eligibility guidelines,
and intercounty paratransit transfers. Allow free access to fixed route services to
ADA certified patrons.

•

Implement a Daily Regional Pass

•

Implement a BCT/MDTA Monthly Two County Pass
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MDTA

•

Formalize intercounty transfer policy

.,

Eliminate upgrade charge from BCT bus

•

Change children riding free to children 40" and under

"

Develop regional pass sales outlets with other systems

.,

Formalize a regional paratransit fare policy including ADA eligibility guidelines,
and intercounty paratransit transfers. Allow free access to fixed route services to
ADA certified patrons.

"

Implement a Daily Regional Pass

.,

Implement a BCT/MDTA Monthly Two County Pass

•

Enforce not allowing Tri-Rail passes to be used on services that do not feed the
Tri-Rail system

Tri-Rail

•

Change children riding _free to children 40" and under

..

Develop regional pass sales outlets with other systems

•

Implement a Daily Regional Pass
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ATTACHMENT 1
SANDAG Regional Pass, Ticket and Upgrade Usage
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ATTACHMENT
REGIONAL PASS, TICKET AND TRANSFER UPGRADE USAGE
(to be submitted to SANDAG)
Operator: ___________
Month of _____ 19__
1.

Total number of Adult monthly pass users carried: ______
la.

Total number by route for Express, Premium Express, and Commuter
Express routes:
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route

2.

No.
Adult Pass Boardings - - No.
Adult Pass Boardings - - Adult Pass Boardings - - No.
No.
Adult Pass Boardings - - Adult Pass Boardings _ __
No. - - Total number of Senior/Disabled monthly pass users carried:

3.

Total number of Youth regional monthly pass users carried:

4.

Total number of $1. SO 10-Pack Tickets received:

5.

Total number of $1.75 10-Pack Tickets received:

6.

Total number of $2.50 10-Pack Tickets received:

7.

Total number of $2.75 10-Pack Tickets received:

8.

Total number of $3.00 10-Pack Tickets received:

9.

Total number of Transfer Upgrades* received:
* See attached page for explanation

@ $0.25
--- @

$0.50

@ $0.75

---@

$1.00

Compiled by:
Name

Date

I hereby certify that the figures stated above for regional monthly pass,
ticket usage, and transfer upgrades are accurate.

General Manager
NBF:nbf:jy
F-UPGRAD.NBF
6/7/94

Date

